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respect the rules! The fourth season of Stargate SG-1, an American-Canadian television series, began airing June 30, 2000 on Showtime Stargate SG-1Season 4DVD coverageStarringRichard Dean Anderson Michael Shanks Amanda Tapping Christopher Judge Don S. DavisCountry-bornUnited StatesCanadaNo. episodes22ReleaseOriginal
networkShowtimeOriginal release30 June 2000 - February 14, 2001 Seasonal chronology← PreviousSeason 3 Next →Season 5 List of episodes Stargate SG-1 The fourth season of Stargate SG-1, a U.S.-Canadian television series, began later on June 30, 2000 on Showtime. The fourth season ended after 22 episodes on February 14, 2001 on British Sky
One, which overtook Showtime mid-season. The series was developed by Brad Wright and Jonathan Glassner. Season 4 regular cast members include Richard Dean Anderson, Michael Shanks, Amanda Tapping, Christopher Judge, and Don S. Davis. Production and release In a scene in Divide and Conquer that flashes back to events in the update where
Carter and O'Neill are trapped on opposite sides of the force field, the lines were written, but the actors chose not to speak them. In Watergate, molten toxic wax was used to give Mayborn a frozen look. Tom McBeath couldn't breathe it or risked his health. The actual ending of the episode, in which O'Neill suggests that the two races had just exchanged
hostages, was not the intended ending, so the episode seems to end so suddenly. In Beneath the Surface, Tra and Jonah had to kiss to confirm that they were in a relationship, but this was filmed because O'Neill had already kissed Carter at the start of the season in Window of Opportunity. Chain Reaction made many references to the film Silence of the
Lambs. As Lecter does with Clarice in the film, Harry Mayborn refers to the quid pro quo if O'Neill really wants help from him. Another reference is the last phone conversation between O'Neill and Mayborn, the latter ringing from an exotic location, just as Lecter called Clarice Starling at the end of Silence of the Lambs. Double Jeopardy is the only episode of
stargate SG-1, Actor actor Shank. This episode is a continuation of the first season of Tin Man, where the SG-1 robotic team first appeared. Artificial Daniel Jackson wears a bandana covering his hair, as it was created when Daniel (and Shanks) had long hair. Exodus is the last season finale that ends on a cliffhanger before the nine-season camelot. Little
Victory was nominated for an Emmy Award in 2001 in the Outstanding Special Visual Effects category for the series and the 2001 Gemini Award in the Best Visual Effects category. Tangent was nominated for the Gemini Award in the Best Visual Effects category. Curse was nominated for the Leo Award in the Category Of Best Visual Effects Drama Series
Light received the Leo Award in the category of Best Design Production drama series. Exodus was nominated for an Emmy Award in the Outstanding Special Visual Effects category for the series. Starring Richard Dean Anderson as Colonel Jack O'Neill as Michael Shanks as Dr. Daniel Jackson as Amanda Tapping as Major Samantha Carter with
Christopher Judge as Teal'c and Don S. Davis as Major General George Hammond Episodes See also: List of Stargate SG-1 episodes episodes in bold continuous episodes where the story spans more than two episodes. No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byOriginal air date671Small VictoriesMartin C. CooperJune 30, 2000 (2000-06-30) Replicator on
Earth reproduced and took over the submarine; O'Neill and Teal's neutralizes the threat. Carter goes with Thor to protect Asgard's home world from replicators. They use Asgard's newest ship (named O'Neill) to lure replicators into hyperspace where the ship is blown up. 682Pruging sidePieter DeLuiseBrad WrightJuly 7, 2000 (2000-07-07) People on the
planet Euronda contact Stargate Command for help; they are waging a losing war against an enemy they call selectors and have run out of food and fuel. SG-1 goes to Euronde and makes an alliance for the trade of heavy water for advanced technologies to fight Goa'uld. But SG-1 discovers that their new allies are guilty of mass genocide against selectors.
SG-1 then sabotages the base and destroys it. 693UpgradesMartin WoodDavid RichJuly 14, 2000 (2000-07-14) Tok'ra Anise gives Atanik hands devices to O'Neill, Carter, and Daniel that greatly increase their strength and speed. But the devices rely on a virus that is eventually neutralized by the human immune system, causing SG-1 members to lose the
power they received. However, they don't realize this until they are on a mission on PX9-757, the planet where Apophis is building a new prototype mothership. 704PercultPuter DeLuiseKatharyn Powers21 2000 (2000-07-21) SGC visited Shan'auc, a Woman Jaffa, who discovered how to communicate with her maggots symbiot and claims that she has
information information can destroy Goa'uld. 715 Separate and reignMartin Woodtor Alexander Walesa28 July 2000 (2000-07-28) Goa'udd can impose subconscious programming on people. Tok'ra has a test to detect programming (by detecting lies), and when it is applied to the staff of the StarGate Team, Carter and O'Neill are affected. They were
supposed to be affected in an episode of Update, however he found that Carter and O'Neill were subconsciously failing the test because of their feelings for each other. Feelings they try to avoid and lie about before realizing their mistake. 726Octern Of OpportunityPieter DeLuiseJoseph Mallozzi and Paul MullieAugust 4, 2000 (2000-08-04) After meeting with
an ancient time device on P4X-639, O'Neill and Teal'c get trapped during a cycle that only they know about. 737WatergateMartin C. CooperAugust 11, 2000 (2000-08-11) The Russians used the second Stargate in secret, but after recruiting a world that is completely underwater, they lose contact with their Stargate facility and the Star commandgate
approach for help. The cause is detected by microscopic creatures that live in water and control. They break free and try to return home through the Stargate, controlling human bodies and radiating enough energy to keep the Stargate open indefinitely. 748FirstPeter DeLuiseAugust 18, 2000 (2000-08-18) Helping with excavations of petrified Goa'ulds on
P3X-888, home world of Goa'ulda and Unas, Daniel Jackson captured Unas named Chuck. The rest of the SG-1 is trying to find and save it. 759Scorched EarthMartin WoodJoseph Mallozzi - Paul MallyaAugust 25, 2000 (2000-08-25) Earth resettles a group of Enkaran refugees, a race of people who have specially adapted to their home world and thus
require the exact environment, to another planet, but an alien spaceship is turning a new planet into a hostile environment. 7610 Under the surfacePieter DeLuiseHeather E. AshSeptember 1, 2000 (2000-09-01) Members of SG-1 were modified and were put into operation in an underground industrial complex. They have to recover their memories to escape.
7711To returnWilliam GereghtyJoseph Mallozzi and Paul MallisEptef September 8, 2000 (2000-09-08) Strange man named Martin Lloyd has unexplained knowledge of Stargate and claims to be from space. He remembers his home address. It turns out that he belongs to a small group of people who left their native world after losing the war against
Goa'ould. Do not find anything but difficulties, they decided to leave the rest of their race and hide on Earth. 7812TangentPiter DeLuiseMichael CassuttSeptember 15, 2000 (2000-09-15) Teal'c and O'Neill test flight of the first experimental aircraft based on combined and Goa'uld technology, but soon a hidden trap in the plane takes control of the X-301 and
brings it into the open space. Sam and Daniel enlist the help of Jacob/Selma to save them before the life support of X-301 is depleted. 7913CursedAndy NikitaJosef Mallozzi and Paul Malley22 2000 (2000-09-22) Old Professor of Archaeology Daniel died. Daniel goes to the funeral and discovers the controversy surrounding the death of the professor. SG-1
discovers that Goa'urd, Osiris, escaped from an ancient canopy jar studied by the professor's team. 8014Smea VenomMartin WoodPeter DeLuiseSeptember 29, 2000 (2000-09-29) Tok'ra and Stargate Command want to sabotage the meeting of Heru'your and Apophis, who want to form an alliance on neutral land on the home world of extinct tobin races,
descendants of the Phoenicians. The planet is surrounded by a minefield, and the team must falsify one of the mines to ignite a fight between the two System Lords so that they destroy each other. SG-1 discovers Heru'your has captured Teal'c and intends to use it as a peace offering. Jacob/Selmak plan to meet Til'com and Rak'no, supposedly Til'si's friend
inside, on the third moon of the planet Ti herenor. 8115Selectual reactionMartin WoodJosef Mallozzi and Paul MulliDecabre December 13, 2000 (2000-12-13) (Sky One) January 5, 2001 (2001-01-05) (Showtime) Hammond abruptly resigns as head of the SGC, and is replaced by General Bauer. O'Neill suspects this is more than Hammond admits, and
refuses to let the issue rest. While General Bauer plans to make a Icahuda bomb and test it by dooming the SGC, O'Neill is teaming up with Harry Mayborn to rebuild Hammond. 82162010Andy NikitaBrad Wright2 January 3, 2001 (2001-01-03) (Sky One) January 12, 2001 (2001-01-12) (Showtime) In an alternate timeline, Earth defeated Goa'uld with
Aschen, a soft and humorless advanced person from the world designated P4C-970. Earth discovers too late that Ashen's plan to depopulate the planet by secretly sterilizing most of the population with life-prolonging drugs. Thus, former members of SG-1 sacrifice their lives to send a warning back in time to not contact Aschen native world P4C-970. Season
5 episode 2001 resumes this story. 8317Absolute powerPiether DeLuiseRobert C. CooperJanuary 19, 2001 (2001-01-19) Harcesis came to visit the SGC and puts Jackson in a coma as a state. Jackson experiences what it means to have all the knowledge about Goa'ulda. 8418The LightPiter F. WoesteJames Phillips26, 2001 (2001-01-26) SG-1 discovers
the world left by Goa'uld, where there is a room with a beautiful, mesmerizing light display. But light can have an insidious effect. 8519WwnderkindPuter DeLuiseStory by: Brad Wright, Joseph Mallozzi and Paul MullieTeleplay by : Joseph Paul MalleeFeural 2, 2001 (2001-02-02) Carter meets a brilliant U.S. Air Force cadet during lectures at the Air Force
Academy, but the cadet has problems with power. Carter decides to show her that there are opportunities that she does not know about. On an extraterrestrial mission on M4C-862, a moon 42,000 light-years from Earth, energy creatures don't like Tau'ri and Carter, and the cadet must work on a solution to bring everyone home. This episode includes a
cameo by Gen. Michael E. Ryan, then chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force. 8620EntityAllan LeePeter DeLuiseFebruary 9, 2001 (2001-02-09) Stargate Command sends a probe through Stargate in P9C-372, a world inhabited by electronic life forms. The basic computer system is compromised by what appears to be a very advanced computer virus that
eventually displaces Samantha Carter's mind from her body. 8721Double JeopardyMichael ShanksRobert C. CooperFebruary 16, 2001 (2001-02-16) After the Kronus Army captures the android analogues SG-1 (Tin Man) on the planet June (P3X-729), members of the real SG-1 must work with their robot duplicates to free the planet. 8822David Warrie-
SmithJosef Mallozzi and Paul Malley23, 2001 (2001-02-23) Apophis is on his way to Worst, the planet Tok'ra used as a base. Carter and Jacob/Selmak try to destroy the Apophys fleet by sending the Stargates associated with the black hole into the local sun to make him go supernova. Links to DVD audio commentary for Divide and Reign - Jaclyn. Tom
McBeath - Characters, Bad Guys and... chewing gum?. Fifth Race.net. Archive from the original 2009-06-27. Received 2009-04-06. - DVD comments for Watergate - DVD comments for Beneath the Surface - DVD commentary for Chain Reaction External Links Wikiquote has quotes related to: Stargate SG-1 Season 4 at GateWorld Season 4 on IMDb
Season 4 on TV.com SG1 Season 4 on Stargate Wiki obtained from . org/w/index.php?title-Stargate_SG-1'(season_4)-oldid-972773187
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